Tangala
House
"One of the 100 most beautiful
private houses in the world."

A large and stylish

rooms

dreamy bed

family house fabulously located on the banks
of the Zambezi River. It is ideal for
families or groups looking for exclusivity and
complete privacy while visiting the Victoria
Falls.

Tangala can either

fit in with a safari holiday that ends at Victoria
Falls or as a holiday destination in its own right
– considering all the wildlife and water and
adventure activities that the area have to
offer.

Guests have their own, private guide
s

high arche

adise

a little par

and host, chef, waiter, housekeeper, pool and
grounds attendant, as well as private use of
vehicles and boats. On this basis all meals and
bar, as well as river activities from the house
and trips to the Falls, shops, curio markets,
museums and game park are all included in the
rate. This gives guests total flexibility,
enabling them to do what they want, when they
want, all with their own host/guide and
complete privacy.

details & notes
* The minimum stay is three nights
* Availability:
Christmas and Easter Holidays, July and August.
Other dates available throughout the year on request only.
* 25% deposit is required to confirm
* Tangala comes with three friendly dogs!!!
* 3 Double bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms
(two king sized and one queen size bed)
* 1 Twin bedroom with adjacent bathroom
* 2 Living Rooms
* Snuggery with jet master fireplace
* Large well equipped kitchen/ open plan dining room
* Outside terrace dining table
* Large open thatched veranda
* 12m Saltwater swimming pool with sunbeds
* Satellite TV and video.
Full sound system with CD player
* Full time staff of housekeeper
and two grounds men as well as security
* Private guide/ host, chef and waiter
* Private vehicles and boats
* All included activities apply as for Tongabezi
* All non-inclusive Tongabezi activities can either be
pre-arranged with reservations or
with your guide upon arrival

Private Bag 31, Livingstone, Zambia
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+260 979 312766 or +260 968 237785
bookings@tongabezi.com
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reservations@tongabezi.com
tongabezi.com

